The proof of the theorem that every finite field of order q ( > 3) such that q * 7 (mod 12) contains a pair of consecutive primitive roots is completed by consideration of the case in which q = 1 (mod 60).
1. Introduction. For any prime power q, let F denote the finite field of order q. As in [3] , let C denote the class of prime powers q for which F contains a primitive root y whose successor y + 1 is also a primitive root. The object of this paper is to complete the proof of the following theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let q (> 3) be a prime power such that q * 7 (mod 12). Then q is in C.
For any », let 6(n) = $(n)/n, where 4> is Euler's function. A conditional version of Theorem 1.1 was proved by Vegh [5, 6] for primes q * 7 (mod 12) satisfying 0(q -1) > i when q = 1 (mod4) and 8(q -1) > y when q = 11 (mod 12). More significantly, the theorem was proved unconditionally by the author in the first part [3] except when q = 1 (mod 60). In this second part, although we begin with a brief treatment of general fields of odd square order, the main business is a discussion of this exceptional case. By a distinct development of the work of [3] including careful handling of the Jacobi sums involved, we deal theoretically with all prime powers q apart from 33 prime values, the largest of which is 2,762,761. Finally, using a computer, we have been able to exhibit explicitly a pair of consecutive primitive roots for each of these remaining values.
We should remark here that it was noted in Theorem 3.1 of [3] that, even if q = 1 (mod 12), then q is in C provided q > 1.16 X 1018. Further work, probably requiring more extensive computation, is needed to consider all smaller values of q; this may be the subject of further study.
2. Fields of square order. From now on we suppose that q is an odd prime power. In this section we also suppose that q = ql is a square and establish the fact that such a q is always in C as a consequence of the work of [2] (which itself included some delicate calculation). Theorem 2.1. Suppose q = ql. Then every nonzero member of Fq¡¡ is the sum of two primitive roots of Fq.
Proof. Let a ( ¥= 0) g F . Select any nonsquare b in Fqa and let p be a square root of b in F. Then, by Theorem 1.1 of [2] , there exists c in F such that y = a/2 + cfi is a primitive root in F. Now, y is conjugate over F to y = y*0 = a/2 -eye, itself a primitive root of F. Since y + y = a, the proof is complete. Corollary 2.2. Suppose q = ql. Then q is in C.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, there exist primitive roots yl5 y2 in F such that Yj + y2 -1. However, since q = 1 (mod 4), then -y2 is also a primitive root and so yl -1 and yl are consecutive primitive roots.
3. General formulae and estimates. We suppose from now on that q = 1 (mod 4) (and even, when necessary, that q = 1 (mod 60)). This implies that if x IS any multiplicative character of F of square-free order, then x(_l) = 1-in particular, if tj is also a character of Fq, then the Jacobi sum J(\, i?) is given by J(x,v)= LxUhU + i).
As in [3] , for any divisors el and e2 of q -1, we denote by N(ex, e2) the number of elements £ ( # 0, -1) in F for which i(£) and e1 are coprime and s(£ + 1) and e2 are coprime, where (q -l)/s(£) is the order of £ in F*.
We summarise some immediate consequences of Propositions 2.1, 2.3 and 2.6 of [3] taking into account the fact that here q = 1 (mod 4). Proof. We can suppose that d is square-free. The absolute value of each Jacobi sum in (3.2) equals jq which quickly yields (3.3) with \d < 1 (cf. Theorem 2.7 of [3]).
The key to the distinct improvement (3.4) is the identity (see pp. 92, 93 and 147 of 
= I^¿e(I')(Ax-1,X,tl)+Ax-1,X<'+1-V1)), by (3.5),
= ^y E fiii)^"1, X'rj) +e(d+l-i)j(x~\ XY')).
Now, because e is even, whenever £ is odd then d is even and Q is odd. Thus, if d1 | g but */, + £, then d, > 2 and so 17 # tj"1 in (3.6). By (3.7), we have
= ^y E ('(0 + e(d+l-t))(j(X-\ X%) + -/(X", X'i')), We outline some improvements of (3.9) based on the use of (3.5) in (3.8). First, if x is a character of order 6, we have E(6)= -iRe{/(x,x) + 2./(x,X2)--/(x2,X2)} so that (3.10) |£(6)| < 2fq.
Indeed, while the fact is not used in the sequel, it is interesting to note that if q is a prime, then £(6) can be evaluated explicitly in terms of a specific quadratic partition of q (see By Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 3.1(i) of [3], Theorem 1.1 holds for prime powers q in ^"\Uri4^-Our principal tool for considering q in U^i7^ is Proposition 3.5 (wherein we set S = Sq(0(q -1))); for q in 3~s U Jg we similarly rely mainly on Proposition 3.4 (with Rq = R (6(q -1))) while Proposition 3.6 is used for q in^. For q in ^¡ (so that q > 421 and 0(q -1) > £) note that 0(q -1) < \ only if 7, 11 or 13 divides q -1. Here Proposition 3.6 immediately eliminates all q > 2,970 and, after further application, all prime powers except the primes 421, 661, 1,321 and 2,521 along with 841 = 292.
Finally, each of the remaining 33 primes q in .^Tiave been shown to be in C by means of a computer program which calculated the smallest positive pair (y , y + 1) of consecutive primitive roots in Fq. Our Table lists these values of q together with the corresponding prime decomposition of q -1 and value of yq; note that the largest value of y which occurs is 233.
The computer program was prepared by David Hare and the results checked independently by Mohan Nair and Richard Pinch at Glasgow. I am very grateful to all of them for their assistance and also to my friend Peter Clark for his help.
